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Kimberlite ascent and eruption
Arising from: L. Wilson & J. W. Head III Nature 447, 53–57 (2007).

Wilson and Head1 model kimberlite ascent and eruption by considering the propagation of a volatile-rich dyke. Wilson and Head’s
model has features in common with Sparks et al.2, but it is inconsistent with geological observations and constraints on volatile solubility. Here we show that this may be due to erroneous physical
assumptions.
Dyke propagation is dependent on balances between buoyancy,
source pressure and fracture strength3,4. Wilson and Head assume
that kimberlite dykes are connected to the deep source and that the
pressure gradient between the source and the dyke tip is governed by
the release of copious carbon dioxide (CO2). Thus, assumptions are
made about the volume of available magma, CO2 solubility and
volatile composition, as well as about whether source pressure or
buoyancy is dominant and about the behaviour of volatiles released
into the crack tip. Wilson and Head state that 90% of the CO2 is
exsolved at 2 GPa. However, CO2 becomes increasingly soluble
as melts become more silica-deficient5; at 100 MPa, silica-poor basic
melts can dissolve .1% CO2 and, with a linear solubility law,
most if not all CO2 would be dissolved at 2 GPa. Furthermore, in
carbonate-rich melts, most carbon is speciated as carbonate rather
than molecular CO2, as indicated by magmatic calcite in hypabyssal
kimberlites6. The Wilson and Head model overestimates the amount
of volatiles available to act as an exsolving propellant. Water may be
a major volatile in kimberlite2, but it only exsolves at low pressure.
In the model of Wilson and Head, volatiles are released from
exsolving magma into the dyke tip with a very low pressure, resulting
in very high pressure gradients and very high propagation speeds
(tens of metres per second). However, experimental and theoretical
studies4,7 show that the much larger buoyancy of released volatiles
results in a fluid-filled fracture accelerating in advance of the magmafilled dyke, consistent with observations from kimberlite dykes8. The
pressure in the volatile-filled fracture moving in advance of and
accelerating away from the magma must be at least the lithostatic
pressure plus the mantle fracture strength, so we question the very
low pressures, except for a negligibly small region at the volatile-filled
crack tip3,4. Wilson and Head infer a decelerating fracture system,
whereas previous work9 on dyke nucleation indicates that acceleration is a consequence of the increase in length as dykes propagate and
decompress.
There are difficulties reconciling the very short eruption times
estimated by Wilson and Head and the geological complexity of
kimberlites2 (C. R. Clement et al., unpublished results), which indicate prolonged multistage eruptions. Furthermore, constraints on
volumes and magma supply rates through established dyke systems2
indicate eruption times of days to months rather than an hour.
Wilson and Head estimate large adiabatic coolings, but these are
not consistent with estimates of high emplacement temperatures
(.400 uC to 1,100 uC) of kimberlitic pyroclastics and hypabyssal
intrusions2,10,11.
The pipe-formation process proposed by Wilson and Head is
unclear, but we envisage that it involves the principles of rock
mechanics2,12, combined with large early overpressures and later
underpressures associated with explosive flows2. The geology supports a progressive, multistage and long-lived failure of wall-rocks by

a variety of failure mechanisms rather than catastrophic pipe formation2,12. The fluidization wave model of Wilson and Head is evidently
a dynamic phenomenon. Fluidization is usually applied in geological
systems using concepts from engineering13,14, in which gas flows continuously through unconsolidated granular materials. There is geological and experimental evidence that fluidization occurred in the
waning pipe-filling stage of kimberlite eruptions2,13,14.
We agree with Wilson and Head that fast transport aids diamond
preservation, but there are other important factors because kimberlites contain mixtures of perfectly shaped, broken and resorbed diamonds15, indicating diverse interaction histories with kimberlite
magmas. Diamonds can be preserved within nodules, preventing
reaction with kimberlite, and are released progressively during ascent
by fragmentation of xenoliths, resulting in a range of interaction
times15.
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Wilson & Head reply
Replying to: R. S. J. Sparks, R. J. Brown, M. Field & M. Gilbertson Nature 450, doi:10.1038/nature06435 (2007).

Differences between the model of Sparks et al.1,2 and ours3 arise
mainly because we focus on phenomena during the transient, opening phase that we suggest dominates many kimberlite eruptions,
rather than on the subsequent, more prolonged phases relevant to
other kimberlite eruptions1,2.
If water dominates carbon dioxide (CO2) as the vapour phase1,2,
our argument3 about the pressure distribution driving a kimberlite
dyke to the surface is reinforced. The key factor allowing the initial
rapid ascent is the large difference between the high mantle source
pressure and the low dyke tip pressure, the latter being buffered by
the saturation pressure of the least soluble volatile phase4,5. The dyke
tip pressure required for water to exsolve will be even lower than the
pressure we inferred for CO2, thus increasing the pressure difference
driving the magma upward through the opening dyke.
Any vapour-filled region at the tip of a dyke, breaking away to
propagate faster as an independent crack, can incorporate6 some of
the magmatic foam implied by our model3. Cracks longer than
,20 m travel at ,1 km s21, which is ,40% of the sound speed
in rock7. Chilling of magma in the closing crack base ‘heals’ the
fracture, restoring the country rock mechanical properties. When
the dyke tip subsequently arrives, it encounters essentially the same
conditions as if crack separation had never occurred. Only seconds
are needed to chill a 1–2-mm-thick film of magma left behind by
a ,20-m-long crack; during this time the dyke tip, rising3 at
,20 m s21, travels ,100 m—a tiny fraction of the dyke’s vertical
extent. A new low-pressure region starts to grow below the dyke
tip immediately after crack separation; we infer that the stress and
pressure conditions we proposed will be present over most of the
path of the rising dyke tip.
Our dyke geometries are only slightly larger than those of Sparks
et al.1,2, and their minimum estimates of total magma volumes imply
eruption durations only a few times longer than the time to establish
the dyke pathway3; larger volumes will imply more prolonged events.
Our calculations3 of adiabatic cooling refer to magma reaching the
surface during the opening phase of an eruption; in a long-lived
eruption, most of the magma finally emplaced in the sub-surface
diatreme will indeed suffer less cooling.

We suggested3 a violent change from overpressure to underpressure as a dyke reached the surface, with rapid physical development of
the near-surface pipe and diatreme system. A longer-lived eruption1,2
will indeed allow a range of additional failure mechanisms. Although
‘fluidization’ commonly relates to the near-steady passage of gas
through unconsolidated granular materials, as in the waning phases
of kimberlite eruptions8, the basic physics is the same as that in our
violent opening phase.
Regarding preservation of diamonds during transit to the surface,
we stress3 that rapid transport will maximise the survival of diamonds
as they pass through potentially unstable combinations of ambient
pressure and temperature conditions, irrespective of the chemical
environment that they encounter9.
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